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Recent developments to dbslice, an open-source tool for visualization of database-stored
data are described. The data is accessed using a web client that allows the user to select
the computational or experimental ‘Tasks’ of interest by interactively filtering based on
the Task’s high-level description, or ‘Meta Data’. The user is then able to dynamically
add plots of different types (point, line, contour, and three-dimensional surface) using data
from the selected Tasks at particular locations, ‘Slices’, within the computational domain
or experimental test. As well as the greater number of available plot types, dbslice now
offers increased flexibility to interact with existing databases, interactive filtering of all plot
types for more flexible and intuitive workflow, and the ability to capture, recall and share
dbslice sessions using configuration data. Two Case Studies are provided to illustrate these
improvements: a design study of 3-stage axial compressors, and a portal for real-time UK
river level data.

I.

Introduction

Evidence-based decision making relies on timely access to relevant data. Engineers seek data to guide
every aspect of a design process and, as compute hardware and experimental techniques continue to evolve,
our ability to generate and acquire data is accelerating. In computational analyses, we are able to run both
small numbers of state-of-the-art pathfinder simulations (‘capability compute’) and large numbers of design
space evaluation simulations (‘capacity compute’). In experiments, we acquire time-averaged and timeresolved, point and field data. In both the simulated and real environments, data at a range of fidelities,
from contemporary or legacy sources, either closed or openly accessible, are assembled to support the process
of analysis and design. The need for tools to efficiently manage this data, and allow engineers to make best
use of computations, was recognised in the NASA Vision 2030 report.1, 2
The interpretation of data is often hierarchical and comparative. At first, averaged or integrated quantities
confirm that differing data sources can be considered comparable and then successive layers of processing or
abstraction are removed as line, surface and then volume data are compared.
dbslice 3 is an open-source project that provides a framework for hierarchical, interactive, database-driven
analysis of data. Derived data is stored on a database that is accessed using a web interface. The goal is
to allow users to efficiently select, using interactive filters of high-level data, relevant datasets from a large
database of possible results. Once this selection has been made, dbslice then allows more detailed data
to be requested from the server and plotted in a consistent, comparative manner, for improved decision
making. The approach takes advantage of the software eco-system of frameworks and libraries that is under
continuous development for online graphical interfaces and data display.
This paper describes improvements made to the flexibility and extensibility of dbslice. The principal
enhancements are: an increased range of possible plot types; the ability to work with non-native database
structures; flexibility in the workflow for the filtering, selection and plotting of data; and the use of a session
data structure to recall and share dbslice visualization dashboards.
The paper proceeds with a review of the server-client conceptual framework of dbslice before a more
detailed description of the approach taken to implement that concept is given. Two Case Studies are
then presented, a compressor design evaluation system and a portal for real-time river level data; both
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take advantage of pre-configured sessions and one relies on the ability to reformat data from a non-native
database.

II.

Conceptual framework

A server-client approach is taken whereby data is stored on a remote database server and a local client,
running in a web browser, is used to filter and visualize the data. It is not expected that full CFD solutions,
or large experimental datasets, will be stored in the database; instead, commonly required quantities at
particular locations are stored, as well as the path to the file(s) for the full dataset.
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Figure 1. Data is arranged by Task on the server. On the client, Tasks are selected, using their Meta Data,
and then examined in detail via comparative plots

The conceptual structure of the database is shown in Fig. 1. A ‘Task’ is an individual computation
or experiment. The configuration of the Task is defined by its ‘Meta Data.’ Data, of a variety of types
(points, lines, surfaces) is associated with each Task and is tagged by both Type and Slice (the location in
the computational domain or experimental test from which the data has been extracted).
The client web application allows the user to select which Tasks are of interest by filtering the Meta
Data. Plots are then created, interactively, that allow the data of the selected Tasks to be compared. The
user can choose which data Types and Slices are required and plots can be dynamically added and removed
from display.

III.
A.

Implementation in dbslice

Introduction

The first version of dbslice 4 served as a proof of concept. The interface was easy to use, once the layout had
been configured, and the the user could filter out Tasks of interest and refresh the detailed plots accordingly.
However, several shortcomings were experienced by different types of user. In essence, these deficiencies
can be summarised as a lack flexibility and extensibility. In particular, there was no way to store the
layout of a session for future use, to extend the plotting capability without changing the source code of
dbslice, or to access databases that had not been built according to the specification of dbslice. The present
implementation, described in this section, addresses these issues.
Feedback from early-adopters has shown that three types of user interact with dbslice:
1. Data end-user
This user works with pre-configured layouts that request data from existing databases. dbslice should
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allow new plots to be added to the layout, but it should not be a requirement that a session is built
from scratch every time dbslice is started.
2. Setup and configuration user
This user creates bespoke layouts, adds new data to the server-side database and then exposes it to
the data end-user.
3. Developer
The developer may wish to add plotting functionality, for example, and be able to keep these functions
local or contribute them to the open source dbslice project.
The requirements and work flows of these different users have directed the implementation changes
outlined here.
B.
1.

Client side
Plotting functionality

The goal of dbslice is to provide interactive visualization of user-selected data from a large database. Each
plot type is a stand-alone Javascript function that adds a plot to a specified location (HTML element) in
the web browser. The definition of each plot is an object with two functions, make and update, each taking
the same three arguments, Listing 1. The element argument is the HTML element target for the plot; data
is an object containing data in the format required by plotFunction to produce the plot (e.g. data for
a scatter plot is defined by a list of points, each with x and y coordinates); layout os a object with the
information needed to define the appearance of the plot (e.e. title, axis labels).
const plotFunction = {
make : function ( element , data , layout ) {
// code to generate a new plot
} ,
update : function ( element , data , layout ) {
// code up update an existing plot
}
8 }
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Listing 1. Schematic of the layout of a dbslice plot function

The update function in Listing 1 allows a change of data to update an existing plot without deleting a
plot and redrawing it. The Data-Driven Documents d3.js 5 library has made extensive use of moving between
old and new data, via an animated transition, in order to convey the change (magnitude and direction) to
the user. dbslice uses d3.js for several of the inbuilt plot types and the update function provides support for
d3 transitions, as well as other plot modifications, that are required when data is changed.
The current dbslice plot types are shown in Fig. 2. The scatter, line and contour plots are all produced
using the d3.js library. The surface plot is generated using three.js,6 allowing the browser to accelerate the
graphics rendering by using WebGL and enabling the user to smoothly rotate and zoom the three-dimensional
object.
2.

Task selection using crossfilter plots

The ability to view, at a high level, a large ensemble of Tasks, and then to interactively filter them to select
only those of interest, is central to the functionality of dbslice. This is done, on the client, using two libraries:
crossfilter.js 7 and d3.js.5 Crossfilter provides rapid filtering of the data describing each Task; d3, with its
capability to update plots as the selection of Tasks changes, provides a natural user interface for crossfilter.
As input, crossfilter takes a flat table data structure. Each column is a property attribute that either
defines the configuration of a Task (such as ‘geometry’, ‘solver’ or ‘mesh type’) or is a high level descriptor
of the results (such as a single value performance metric). Each row of the table is a Task. Crossfilter
determines which Tasks are in the current selection by allowing the columns, referred to as ‘dimensions’, to
be selected either by a specific value (e.g. ‘geometry’ = ‘wing A’) or by a range (e.g. ‘lift coefficient’ between
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(a) scatter

(b) line

(c) contour

(d) surface

Figure 2. Basic dbslice plot types

values a and b). The list of Tasks that satisfies these criteria is stored so that additional data, from the
selected Tasks, can be retrieved from the server for further plotting and exploration.
The crossfilter -linked plot functions in dbslice take the same arguments (element, data, layout) as
the plot types described above, and are intended to be called by dbslice.render operating on a dbslice
session data structure (see Section II.B.4). The crossfilter -linked plot types are shown in Fig. 3. The bar
chart, histogram and scatter plot are all drawn using d3.js,5 and the map is produced with leaflet.js.8 These
plots show the Tasks that comply with the current filter settings and also allow the filters to be modified; for
example, the user can select a property value by clicking on a bar in a bar chart, or select a range of values
using the histogram. When a filter is changed, all the crossfilter -linked plots in a session are automatically
updated. This is contrast to the plot types in Fig. 2, which are only updated on a user request.

(a) bar chart

(b) histogram

(c) scatter

(d) map

Figure 3. Crossfilter -linked dbslice plot types

3.

Generation of comparative plots using Plot Rows

Once the Tasks of interest have been selected, dbslice can then display an equivalent plot for each Task, so
that direct comparisons can be made. Plots with the same configuration, but with data from different Tasks,
are arranged in a Plot Row (a Plot Row can extend over multiple rows on the client screen).
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

var ctrl = {
plotFunc : dbslice . d3LineSeries ,
urlTemplate : " ./ data / line _age_h eight_ $ { taskId }. json " ,
taskIds : null ,
tasksByFilter : true ,
layout : { colWidth : 4 height : 300 , xAxisLabel : " age " , yAxisLabel : "
height " }
}
Listing 2. Plot row ctrl object used to generate several comparative plots, each with the same plot type but
data from different Tasks
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A Plot Row is configured by the appropriate layout object for the chosen plot type, but also by a ctrl
object. The ctrl object contains the information required to retrieve the selected data from the server and
manipulate them into the form required for one of the plot types shown in Fig. 2. A typical Plot Row ctrl
object is shown in Listing 2. In this example, the function dbslice.d3LineSeries is used to plot the data.
The data for each plot is obtained by accessing the URL formed by replacing $taskId in urlTemplate with
the taskId of the current Task. The list of taskId’s is either specified in the ctrl object or, as in this
example, dbslice is told to populate the list of taskId’s from the Tasks selected by the current filter settings
(tasksByFilter is set to true). The resulting URL can either be a local file, or, more commonly a remote
location on the data server.
An optional key in the Plot Row ctrl object is formatDataFunc. This allows, usually small, functions to
reformat the data returned when the URL is accessed into the structure needed by the plot function being
called. This makes interaction with existing databases, which will likely store data in a different way to that
required by dbslice, to be used.
4.

Session data structure and core dbslice functions

The information needed to define the state of a dbslice session is contained in the session object, a schematic
of which is given in Listing 3. The cfData object contains the list of Meta Data properties, the current filter
settings for these properties, and the crossfilter data itself. The plotRows array contains an entry for each
Plot Row. Each Plot Row is defined by its title, ctrl object (if present), and an array of plots, each with
the plot function name, data and layout, that are required to generate the plot. The session object in
Listing 3 is for a view with a crossfilter -linked bar chart and histogram, and two additional Plot Rows, one
containing 3 line plots, the other with 3 contour plots.
1
2
3
4
5
6

var session = {
title : " Database name " ,
config : { ... } , \\ global session config
cfData : { ... } , \\ crossfilter data
plotRows : [
{ title : " Database overview " ,
plots : [ { plotFunc : cfBars , data : {...} , layout : {...} } ,
{ plotFunc : cfHisto , data : {...} , layout : {...} } ] } ,

7
8
9
10
11

{ title : " Line plots " ,
plots : [ { plotFunc :
{ plotFunc :
{ plotFunc :

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

ctrl : { ... } ,
Lines , data : {...} , layout : {...} } ,
Lines , data : {...} , layout : {...} } ,
Lines , data : {...} , layout : {...} } ] } ,

{ title : " Contour plots " , ctrl : { ... } ,
plots : [ { plotFunc : Contours , data : {...} , layout : {...} } ,
{ plotFunc : Contours , data : {...} , layout : {...} } ,
{ plotFunc : Contours , data : {...} , layout : {...} } ] }
]
}
Listing 3.
session

Schematic of the

session object that contains all the information needed to generate a dbslice

As well as the plot functions, dbslice also has ‘core’ methods for adding and removing plots on the screen.
In the present version, d3 5 is used to manipulate the Document Object Model (DOM) by inserting a HTML
element for each Plot Row, and for each Plot within that Plot Row. Just as d3 can update plots when their
data changes, so d3 can update the DOM when the session data changes. The framework used to style
the elements, and provide the user interface, is Bootstrap.9 The most prominent of the core functions is
dbslice.render which displays, or updates, the DOM, including all the plots required, according to the
state of the session object.
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C.

Server side

The original version of dbslice was relatively prescriptive in terms of server-side implementation. The current
version is much more flexible, particularly as the Plot Row ctrl object allows arbitrary specification of the
request URL and user-defined functions to reformat data. The result is that no dbslice-specific server-side
implementation is required.

IV.
A.

Case Studies

Introduction

To demonstrate dbslice, two Case Studies are presented. In the first, a database of CFD simulations from
a compressor design study are interrogated. In the second, real-time river level data, as served by the UK
Environment Agency Flood and River Level Data API, is made available. Both of these examples can be
accessed at http://www.dbslice.org/demos.
B.

Multi-stage axial compressor design

The scenario for the first Case Study is a compressor design exercise, of the type undertaken regularly in the
design office of a turbomachinery company, where several candidate compressors are being evaluated. The
dbslice session is pre-configured in a layout that the engineers involved make use of regularly. The concept
is that, as particular plots are always of interest, a standardised layout allows rapid comparison of designs.
The database contains 5 3-stage axial compressor designs, each simulated in CFD at three rotational
speeds, over a range of pressure ratios. The compressor designs are those presented by Denton in his
turbomachinery design system paper.10 The crossfilter contains Meta Data Properties (compressor Design
and Speed) and Data Properties (Mass flow rate, Pressure ratio and Polytropic efficiency). In total, there
are 100 Tasks in the database.

Figure 4. Compressors database: Simulations organised by Design, Speed and Pressure Ratio; characteristics
of pressure ratio and efficiency are shown. 100 Tasks in total.

The dbslice session shown in Fig. 4 has 5 crossfilter -linked plots in one Plot Row: bar charts for each
of the two Meta Data Properties, a histogram of pressure ratio, and two scatter plots of characteristics of
mass flow rate versus pressure ratio and mass flow rate versus efficiency. The user is able to filter Tasks
using the bar charts and histogram. As this is done, all the crossfilter -linked plots, including the two scatter
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plots, update automatically (using the animated d3 transitions). As an example, Fig. 5 shows that 12 Tasks
remain when the user selects Designs A and E, 100% speed, and pressure ratios between 1.7 and 2.2.

Figure 5. Compressors database: Filter settings are Designs A and E, 100% speed and pressure ratios between
1.7 and 2.2. 12 Tasks in the selection.

The session shown in Fig. 4 has been pre-configured with three additional Plot Rows: line plots of midheight isentropic Mach number distributions, contours of entropy at rotor 3 exit, and 3D blade surface and
hub endwall plots of Mach number. In Fig. 4, these Plot Rows are empty because, as the green ‘Plot Selected
Tasks’ button has not been pressed, no Tasks have been sent to these Plot Rows. The set up of the Plot
Rows is defined by the Plot Row ctrl object. As an example, Lising 4 shows the ctrl object for the contour
plots of entropy. The data for the plots is stored in a file with the name generated by replacing $taskId
in urlTemplate with the taskId’s in the current filter selection. Since this data file is intended for use by
dbslice, it can be used directly without any reformatting.
var ctrl = {
plotFunc : dbslice . d3ContourStruct2d ,
urlTemplate : " ./ compdata / e n t _ a r e a 2 d _ e x i t _ r o t o r 3 _ t a s k _ $ { taskId }. json " ,
taskIds : null ,
tasksByFilter : true ,
6
layout : { colWidth : 2 , height : 300 }
7 }
1
2
3
4
5

Listing 4.

ctrl object for the contour plots of Fig. 6

Figure 6 shows the line and contour Plot Rows populated by the Tasks selected in Fig. 5. On the screen,
all the crossfilter -linked plots remain displayed above these plots. The user is able to change the filter
settings, and then refresh the Task list, to inspect how the selected plots change as a function of compressor
Design, Speed and Pressure ratio.
Finally, three-dimensional views of the compressor blading are generated, for 3 Tasks, in Fig. 7. These
plots are created in three.js 6 and can be interactively rotated and zoomed. In this case, the influence of
changes in three-dimensional blade design style of the different compressors can be assessed by the user.
The concept for this Case Study is that a number of typical compressor design plots are pre-configured
and then populated by the selection of Tasks, likely to be the latest designs in comparison to some established
compressor simulations, on demand. By keeping a consistent layout, the turbomachinery engineers expect
to view key data in similar locations on the screen each time they assess a new simulation, just as medical
doctors do when interpreting a patient’s charts. With dbslice, additional Plot Rows can be added to view
supplementary data available on the database.
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Figure 6. Compressors database: Line plots of surface Mach number distribution, and contour plots of entropy
at rotor 3 exit, for the 12 Tasks in the selection of Fig.5

Figure 7. Compressors database: 3D blade and hub surface rendering of 3 selected Tasks
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C.

UK river levels database

The second Case Study provides an interface for the UK Environment Agency flood and river level realtime data API.11 The scenario could be either a public website, or a private portal, for access to the river
level data. The crossfilter data contains 95 Tasks, each a river level measurement station, with Meta Data
Properties of Catchment area and River name, and a location Data Property containing longitude and
latitude coordinates. These data are used to produce the crossfilter -linked plots shown in Fig. 8. As the
user selects a catchment area or river name, both the bar charts and the map (with measurement station
makers) update automatically.

Figure 8. UK rivers database: crossfilter -linked plots of catchment area, river name, and measurement station
location. 95 Tasks in total.

In Fig.9, 2 rivers have been selected, with a total of 8 Tasks. Using this selection, the user can then
request real-time river level data, for the last 4 weeks, and produce the line plots shown in Fig. 10. The
ctrl object for the Plot Row of Fig. 10 is shown in Listing 5. In this case, urlTemplate is set to null and
dbslice interprets this as an instruction to use the taskId as the full URL, rather than inserting the taskId
into the urlTemplate.
The river level data returned by the UK Environment Agency API need to be reformatted for dbslice, and
this is done by the formatDataFunc function that is defined in the ctrl object, Listing 5. Here, each element
of the items array that is returned by the river level database contains the time-stamp (item.dateTime)
and the river level (item.value) that we require as the x and y coordinates of the points in our line.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

var ctrl = {
plotFunc : dbslice . d3LineSeries ,
urlTemplate : null , taskIds : null ,
tasksByFilter : true ,
layout : { colWidth : 3 , height : 300 , xscale : " time " } ,
formatDataFunc : function ( rawData ) {
var lineData = [];
rawData . items . forEach ( function ( item ) {
var point = { x : d3 . isoParse ( item . dateTime ) , y : item . value };
lineData . push ( point ) ;
}) ;
var series = { series : [ { name : " level " , data : lineData } ] };
return series ;
}
}
Listing 5.

ctrl object for the contour plots of Fig. 10
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Figure 9. UK rivers database: Windrush and Churn rivers selected. 8 Tasks in the selection

Figure 10. UK rivers database: River level line plots for the 8 measurement stations in the selection of Fig. 9

This Case Study provides an illustration of the new flexibility of dbslice that allows non-native databases
to be accessed and plotted. We have shown that the overall philosophy of dbslice, that a large ensemble of
Tasks can be filtered, using high-level Meta Data, to generate a selection of Tasks for detailed analysis, is
applicable to a range of data visualization scenarios.

V.

Conclusions

dbslice, an open-source, browser-based tool for visualization of remote databases containing ensembles of
data, has been updated to improve its flexibility and extensibility. The principal improvements are:
1. All plot functions adhere to the same make - update pattern and are called with the same data
and layout arguments. This makes the addition of new plot functions, either to the main opensource project or via locally defined functions, straightforward to accomplish. In the current version,
additional plot functionality of d3.js contours and leaflet.js maps has been added.
2. The generation of comparative plots from a given list of Tasks is now specified by a Plot Row ctrl
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object. This object contains not only the type of plot, but also a template for the URL of the data
source into which the requested Task and Slice are inserted. The data returned by the server can then
be passed to an optional formatting function which allows databases that were not specifically designed
for the plot functions of dbslice to be accessed.
3. The dbslice session data structure completely defines a dbslice screen layout. This allows dbslice
sessions to be pre-configured and shared so that data end-users, with no previous experience of dbslice,
can filter Tasks and generate comparative plots.
Two Case Studies have been presented that take advantage of the improvements described above. A preconfigured dbslice session is used to generate a standard template for the analysis of compressor simulation
results, and a portal to access a database of real-time river level data from a UK Environment Agency API.
In each case, the pre-configured layout allows users to interact with remote databases using an intuitive,
‘select and plot’, interface.
The philosophy of dbslice, where a databases is filtered at a high level before more detailed data is
extracted for further analysis of selected Tasks, is applicable to a range of data analysis scenarios. In
engineering, the ability to quickly survey large ensembles of data, and then analyse specific tasks in detail,
provides the evidence needed to inform better, more rapid, decision making.
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